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You break through the ice  you´re  breaking conciousness 
Your footprints marking  our  new joyfullness 
 
Wherever you go    you´re breaking through the dense 
No fortress longer  has a chance  
Walls tumble down  as you walk on land or in town 
 
 
You turn the light on   you ignite our fiery flame 
New dimensions are opening and nothing stays the same  
 
 

You go ahead and I can follow  you go ahead 
and I can stay 

         But it´s you preparing a new way  to walk on 
 
You walk ahead and I can follow  
Walk ahead  I wont´t stay the same    
It´s you preparing a new way to walk on  

 
 
Hidden veils dissolve  and clear away 
It is your walk  and all the words you say       
 
Thy light on purpose  surrounding you so bright 
A way unseen but deeply know inside 
 
You turn the light on    you ignite our fiery flame 
New dimensions are opening and nothing stays the same  
 

 
You go ahead and I can follow    you go ahead and I can stay 

         It´s you preparing a new way  to walk on 
 

         You walk ahead and we can follow  
You walk ahead we can´t stay the same 
Cause it ´s you preparing a new way to walk on 
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    Icebreaker  adoring and strong 
    Taking your path all along   
    The way is free now  
    It can be followed  -  feel you can trust this lead 
 
When you walk your glory  you´r  following the call 
Your body moves and walks  shining for all 
Clearing the way  dissolving greyest fog 
Fire is rising like a fresh morning dawn  
 
Your power moves like  a silent loving storm 
See behind the curtain  where true power is born      
 
     You turn the light on - You ignite our fiery flame 
     New dimensions are opening and nothing stays the same  

 
Walk ahead  - I can follow   
Walk ahead  - I can´t stay the same 

         Cause it is you preparing a new way  to walk on 
  

         Oh walk ahead and we can follow  
Walk ahead we won´t stay the same    

         It´s you preparing a new way  to walk on  
 
         Walk ahead and we can follow  

Walk ahead we won´t stay the same    
         Cause it ´s you preparing a new way to walk on.  
 
         Oh walk ahead and we can follow  

Walk ahead we won´t stay the same    
It ´s you preparing a new way to walk on 
 
Cause it´s you preparing a new way to walk on 
Cause it´s you preparing a new way to walk on  
Cause it´s you preparing a new way to walk on 

 


